
Response to reviewer #1 

 

acp-2021-1091: “Contrasting source contributions of Arctic black carbon to atmospheric 

concentrations, deposition flux, and atmospheric and snow radiative effects” by H. Matsui 

et al.  

 

We thank the reviewer very much for reading the paper carefully and giving us 

valuable comments. We revised the paper by taking into account the reviewers’ comments. 

Considering reviewers’ comments, we extended the model simulations to years 

2009−2015. All figures and values in the manuscript have been revised, and a new 

paragraph and figures/table on inter-annual variability have been added. Main 

conclusions do not change by this revision. Detailed responses to individual comments 

and suggestions are given below.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

This study used three years of model simulations, but since some local events 

(e.g. Siberian biomass burning) can have a significant impact on Arctic BC, how 

representative are these three years, and can these three years be used to represent the 

Arctic climatology? It would be more helpful if the authors could assess the 

climatological representativeness of the simulated three years. 

 

Response: 

Thank you for your useful comment. Considering this comment, we extended 

the model simulations and analysis to years 2009−2015 (7 years). We have revised all 

figures and statistics in the manuscript and added a paragraph for inter-annual variability 

of BC source contributions to the manuscript (Lines 317−328). As shown in Fig. 10 (also 

shown below as Fig. R1), inter-annual variability in BC source contributions is associated 

with inter-annual variability in BC emissions, mainly from biomass combustion sources. 

Qualitative characteristics of the major sources (e.g., which sources make large 

contributions) however do not change significantly between years. The main conclusions 

of this study (i.e., source contributions vary substantially among the five BC variables) 

are found for all years simulated.  

In the revised manuscript, the new paragraph for inter-annual variability of BC 

source contributions is described as follows: “The source contributions of BC show year-

to-year variability, mainly in response to interannual variations in BC emissions at mid- 

and high latitudes (Fig. 10). For the years 2012, 2015, and 2016, BC emissions from 



biomass burning sources north of 50°N are about twice those for the other years, and the 

contributions from biomass burning sources to MBC_COL and REBC_TOA are larger in the 

Arctic (Figs 10b and 10d). The contributions from biomass burning sources in Siberia 

and North America (>50°N) to MBC_DEP, REBC_TOA, and REBC_SNOW vary between years by 

a factor of 3.4 to 6.4 (by up to about 20%), with large interannual variability (Fig. 10, 

Table S1). Compared with those of biomass burning BC, the source contributions of 

anthropogenic BC show smaller interannual variability: source contributions generally 

vary within a factor of 2 (within 10%). Our anthropogenic BC emissions north of 50°N 

decrease by about 10% from 2009 to 2015 (Fig. S6a). In addition, the atmospheric 

lifetime of anthropogenic BC north of 50°N is longest in 2009 (Fig. S6b). For these 

reasons, the source contribution of anthropogenic BC is largest in 2009 and tends to 

decrease in subsequent years (Fig. 10). Overall, the source contributions to the five BC 

variables show interannual variation to some extent, but the qualitative source 

characteristics (e.g., which sources make large contributions) do not change significantly 

during the simulation periods.” (Lines 317−328).  

 

 
Figure R1: Year-to-year variations of annual-mean source contributions to (a) MBC_SRF, (b) MBC_COL, (c) 

MBC_DEP, (d) REBC_TOA, and (e) REBC_SNOW in the Arctic for years from 2009 to 2015 (left axis). The filled 

and shaded areas indicate contributions from anthropogenic and biomass burning sources, respectively. The 

black and grey lines show BC concentrations, deposition flux, or radiative effects from all (anthropogenic 



+ biomass burning) sources and anthropogenic sources, respectively (right axis). 

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

The methodological description needs additional work. Specifically, how many 

bins are used to represent fine particles (from 40 to 1250 nm)?  

 

Response: 

Five particle size bins are used to represent fine particles (40−1250 nm). Eight 

BC mixing state bins are used for each of these five bins. Therefore, there are 40 bins (5 

size bins × 8 mixing state bins) for fine particles in our model (Matsui and Mahowald, 

2017). We have added this information to the manuscript (Line 93).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

How did you improve the model representation of activation processes in liquid 

clouds and removal processes in cumulus and mixed-phase clouds?  

 

Response: 

In Liu and Matsui (2021b), we separately represented activated and non-

activated aerosols in convective clouds and introduced gradual activation processes of 

aerosols during upward transport. This representation allows consistent calculations of 

the transport, activation, and removal processes of aerosols in convective clouds. We also 

introduced the reduction in precipitation removal efficiency of aerosols in mixed-phase 

clouds by the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process (Liu and Matsui, 2021b), and 

following Cozic et al. (2007), we represented precipitation removal efficiency as a 

function of the ice mass fraction in mixed-phase clouds. We have added these descriptions 

to the revised manuscript (Lines 111−116).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

There were 13 simulations, were they all nudged or free runs?  

 

Response: 

All simulations in this study were nudged by the Modern-Era Retrospective 

analysis for Research and Applications version 2 (MERRA2) for wind speed and direction 

and temperature in the free troposphere (<800 hPa). We have added this sentence to the 

revised manuscript (Line 165−166).  

 



Reviewer’s comment: 

How was the REBC_TOA estimated, was an additional run without the target source 

BC emission also made?  

 

Response: 

Three radiative transfer calculations (considering ALL BC, excluding 

anthropogenic BC in the target area from ALL BC, and excluding biomass burning BC in 

the target area from ALL BC) were performed for each simulation to estimate 

instantaneous BC radiative effects from the target source. We have added this sentence to 

the manuscript (Lines 136−138).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

The BC emission data was from GFEDv4, but did your model scale the 

emissions up as most models? 

 

Response: 

No scaling was done in this study. Some recent studies have suggested that 

biomass burning emissions are underestimated (e.g., Reddington et al., 2016, Mallet et 

al., 2021), but their scaling factors have large uncertainties. In this study, we used the 

GFED data directly. We have clarified this point in the revised manuscript (Lines 

169−170).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

How comparable are the modelled results and observations, are they all corrected 

for the standard temperature and pressure (STP)? 

 

Response: 

BC concentrations are shown at STP in both observations and model simulations. 

We have clarified this point in the revised manuscript (figure caption in Figure 2; Lines 

720−721).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

Also, it seems that the decomposition of REBC_TOA in P8 seems should be 

included in the method. The calculation of HeightBC, FluxBC, and AlbedoBC also should 

be moved to the methods. 

 



Response: 

The equations for REBC_TOA, HeightBC, FluxBC, and AlbedoBC (equations 2−5) 

are used only in section 3.4. We think it is better to explain these equations within this 

section.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

The model has been evaluated with observational data illustrating some of the 

uncertainties in the model. However, these uncertainties should be briefly evaluated to 

indicate whether and to what extent they may have an impact on the results. 

 

Response: 

There are uncertainties in comparisons between observations and model 

simulations. For example, observation data (e.g., aircraft and snow BC data) and model 

simulation outputs have different spatial and temporal scales. Observed data are for a 

specific location and time, with time scales of minutes (aircraft observations) to days 

(snow observations), whereas in comparisons with aircraft observations, we used monthly 

model outputs for a specific region (e.g., 60−80°N and 140−170°W for HIPPO) and in 

comparisons with snow BC, we used monthly averaged model outputs over a horizontal 

grid of about 200 km. Observations suggest that snow BC concentrations vary widely 

over fine spatial and temporal scales, but model outputs do not fully resolve this 

variability (Fig. 5a). These uncertainties in comparisons between observations and 

models are seen not only in this study but in all studies using both observations and model 

simulations (e.g., Schutgens et al., 2017). Despite these uncertainties in observation-

model comparisons, the results obtained in this study are comparable to or better than 

those obtained by previous studies in terms of the reproducibility of BC observations in 

the Arctic. These discussions are added to the revised manuscript (Lines 227−236).  

There are also uncertainties in the representation of aerosols and their processes. 

We have focused on these uncertainties in our recent studies (e.g., Matsui and Moteki, 

2020; Liu and Matsui, 2021; Matsui and Liu, 2021). However, we think evaluating their 

impacts on BC source contributions require many additional simulations and is beyond 

the range of what can be done in a single study. We will evaluate the uncertainties in 

aerosols and their processes in a future study.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P2 L49, “Unlike atmospheric BC, rain rate in the Arctic varies seasonally, with 

…”. This statement is inconsistent with the “Atmospheric BC mass (MBC) concentration 



in the Arctic show distinct seasonal variation” at the beginning of the paragraph. Please 

clarify. 

 

Response: 

It is reasonable that atmospheric concentrations are higher during low 

precipitation seasons (winter and spring) and lower during high precipitation seasons 

(summer). 

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P2 L59. Please define the radiative effect of BC first and be consistent with the 

IPCC definition, i.e. use RFari or ERFari.  

 

Response:  

Because this part is in Introduction, detailed definition is not given in this part. 

RE is defined in the Methods (Lines 135−138). 

For all BC variables in this study, we estimate the source contributions of all BC 

(both anthropogenic and biomass burning BC) in the present-day (PD) climate. RE is 

defined as the difference in the instantaneous radiative balance with and without BC in 

PD (Lines 135−138). On the other hand, RFari and ERFari are estimated from the 

difference between PD and preindustrial (PI) simulations, and the contribution from only 

anthropogenic BC is considered if the change in biomass burning emissions from PI to 

PD is small. RE is used in this study to compare the source contributions of radiative 

effects, mass concentrations, and deposition flux consistently (for both anthropogenic and 

biomass burning BC in the PD climate). RFari is used in part for comparisons with 

previous studies (Lines 246−251). 

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P2 L74. Does the “light absorption efficiency” equal the MACBC used later in 

the manuscript? I would suggest that the terminology of this parameter be consistent 

throughout the article. 

 

Response: 

We have deleted “light absorption efficiency” from this sentence.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P3 L84. “We also show in this study that the light …..”. This sentence is already 



your conclusion and should not appear in the introduction. 

 

Response: 

We do not remove this sentence because it briefly explains what we are showing 

in this manuscript and we believe it is useful to readers. 

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P3L94. Unclear how many bins in the fine particles. 

 

Response: 

Please see the response to the first comment.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P4 L138. “Figure S1 shows that the difference between ALL BC and the sum of 

BC tags is large where REBC_SNOW is large”. Please clarify that you are comparing 

REBC_SNOW from ALL BC and BC tags. Also, this statement is not correct; many areas 

with low REBC_SNOW also exhibit large differences. 

 

Response: 

We have removed this sentence from the manuscript.  

“you are comparing REBC_SNOW from ALL BC and BC tags”: this is clearly 

indicated both in the text (Lines 140−144) and in the figure caption of Fig. S1.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P4 L153. GL from the offline method is also much smaller than that from the 

online method. 

 

Response: 

This figure (Figure 7) has been revised in this revision. The contribution from 

GL is small even in the Online calculation.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P7 L285. “The largest contribution to Arctic BC” is not correct and inconsistent 

with the figure caption. Also, as the manuscript focuses on the Arctic, I suggest that Figure 

9 be amended to show only the spatial distribution of the largest sources in the Arctic (not 

global distribution), so that it can be shown more clearly. 



 

Response:  

The word "Arctic" has been removed (Line 33). As the information near source 

regions is also important (Line 305), we use the current figure instead of the Arctic-

centered figure. The current figure clearly shows the source regions with the largest 

contributions in the Arctic.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P8 L297. Contribution from North America is the largest, and the contribution 

of Siberia, Europe, and East Asia are the largest? Please clarify. 

 

Response: 

We have revised this sentence as follows: “For REBC_SNOW, which is limited to 

land areas, North America’s (>50°N) contribution is the largest over 53% of the Arctic 

area (over the North American side of the Arctic), and the contributions of Siberia, Europe, 

and East Asia are the largest over 40%, 4.5%, and 3.2%, respectively, of the Arctic area 

(over the Siberian side of the Arctic) (Fig. 9e).” (Lines 313−316).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P8 L314. Should those values be annual mean values? 

 

Response: 

We have clarified that these values are annual mean values (Line 344).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P8 L321-323. Sedlacek et al. showed that from observations, with the long-time 

aging, photolysis and other processes can decrease the coating thickness, mainly when 

the BB particles are transported in the free troposphere 

(https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm21/meetingapp.cgi/Paper/943236). This is inconsistent 

with the conclusion here that aging (23-30 days) can increase the coating thickness. 

 

Response: 

The results shown by the reviewer are not consistent with our aircraft 

observations. In Ohata et al. (2021a), we have shown that thickly-coated BC particles are 

abundant (both in the boundary layer and in the free troposphere) in the Arctic during 

spring (Fig. 8b in Ohata et al. (2021a)). The SP2 results of ARCTAS aircraft observations 



(spring and summer 2008) also indicate the existence of many thickly-coated BC particles 

in the Arctic. The results of this study are consistent with these aircraft observations. The 

reviewer gave us an abstract of the AGU meeting, but we cannot determine the importance 

of photolysis or other processes from this information alone. 

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P10 L369. “Because MBC_DEP is highest in summer, the contribution from 

biomass burning sources to MBC_DEP is larger (16% from Siberia and 8.9% from North 

America (>50°N)) than that to MBC_SRF and MBC_COL”. This is not clear; here should also 

mention that biomass burning aerosols in summer is also higher. 

 

Response: 

We have added the following sentence to the manuscript: “The contributions of 

biomass burning sources to MBC_SRF, MBC_COL, and MBC_DEP are larger during summer 

months.” (Lines 398−399).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

P10 L376. Please clarify at which wavelength was the MACBC calculated. 

 

Response: 

We have added the words “at the wavelength of 550 nm” to this sentence (Line 

408).  
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Response to reviewer #2 

 

acp-2021-1091: “Contrasting source contributions of Arctic black carbon to atmospheric 

concentrations, deposition flux, and atmospheric and snow radiative effects” by H. Matsui 

et al.  

 

We thank the reviewer very much for reading the paper carefully and giving us 

valuable comments. We revised the paper by taking into account the reviewers’ comments. 

Considering reviewers’ comments, we extended the model simulations to years 

2009−2015. All figures and values in the manuscript have been revised, and a new 

paragraph and figures/table on inter-annual variability have been added. Main 

conclusions do not change by this revision. Detailed responses to individual comments 

and suggestions are given below.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

1) My one major concern with the entire paper and analysis is the reliance on 

three years only, to represent a climatology. There is significant interannual variability in 

BC emissions, transport, loading, precipitation etc., which is not touched on in the 

analysis but which is crucial for understanding the observed conditions in the Arctic - and 

for a realistic model representation. I would urge the authors to either document whether 

the three years they have used really can be said to represent a climatology (e.g. using 

extended simulations, or, if this is not practical, longer time series from other models that 

are already available through AeroCom, CMIP6 or similar), or - preferably - to add 

discussion of the interannual variability in their results throughout. This would be a major 

addition, of course, but it would also markedly strengthen the conclusions and community 

relevance of the paper.  

 

Response:  

Considering this reviewer’s important comment, model simulations have been 

extended to years 2008−2015 in this revision. We have made analysis for years 

2009−2015 (7 years) and revised all figures and statistics in the manuscript. We have also 

added a paragraph for inter-annual variability of BC source contributions to the 

manuscript (Lines 317−328). As shown in Fig. 10 (also shown below as Fig. R1), inter-

annual variability in BC source contributions is associated with inter-annual variability in 

BC emissions, mainly from biomass combustion sources. We have clarified that the 

qualitative source characteristics (e.g., which sources make large contributions) do not 



change significantly during the simulation periods whereas the quantitative values of 

source contributions vary to some extent interannually.  

The new paragraph for inter-annual variability of BC source contributions is 

described as follows: “The source contributions of BC show year-to-year variability, 

mainly in response to interannual variations in BC emissions at mid- and high latitudes 

(Fig. 10). For the years 2012, 2015, and 2016, BC emissions from biomass burning 

sources north of 50°N are about twice those for the other years, and the contributions 

from biomass burning sources to MBC_COL and REBC_TOA are larger in the Arctic (Figs 10b 

and 10d). The contributions from biomass burning sources in Siberia and North America 

(>50°N) to MBC_DEP, REBC_TOA, and REBC_SNOW vary between years by a factor of 3.4 to 

6.4 (by up to about 20%), with large interannual variability (Fig. 10, Table S1). Compared 

with those of biomass burning BC, the source contributions of anthropogenic BC show 

smaller interannual variability: source contributions generally vary within a factor of 2 

(within 10%). Our anthropogenic BC emissions north of 50°N decrease by about 10% 

from 2009 to 2015 (Fig. S6a). In addition, the atmospheric lifetime of anthropogenic BC 

north of 50°N is longest in 2009 (Fig. S6b). For these reasons, the source contribution of 

anthropogenic BC is largest in 2009 and tends to decrease in subsequent years (Fig. 10). 

Overall, the source contributions to the five BC variables show interannual variation to 

some extent, but the qualitative source characteristics (e.g., which sources make large 

contributions) do not change significantly during the simulation periods.” (Lines 

317−328). 

 

 



 
Figure R1: Year-to-year variations of annual-mean source contributions to (a) MBC_SRF, (b) MBC_COL, (c) 

MBC_DEP, (d) REBC_TOA, and (e) REBC_SNOW in the Arctic for years from 2009 to 2015 (left axis). The filled 

and shaded areas indicate contributions from anthropogenic and biomass burning sources, respectively. The 

black and grey lines show BC concentrations, deposition flux, or radiative effects from all (anthropogenic 

+ biomass burning) sources and anthropogenic sources, respectively (right axis). 

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

2) In the description of the simulations, I could not find the model setup. I assume 

you are running with nudged simulations for the years 2009-2011? (If not, the RF 

calculations presented later would not be correct, so I hope this is the case.) I recommend 

documenting this is some more detail.  

 

Response:  

The meteorological data of the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research 

and Applications version 2 (MERRA2) were used for nudging of wind speed and 

direction and temperature in the free troposphere (<800 hPa). We have clarified this point 

in the revised manuscript (Line 165−166).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

3) The global mean lifetime of BC in the baseline model is given as 5.6 days. 



This is at the upper end of recent estimates (see e.g. Lund et al. 2018 

(https://www.nature.com/articles/s41612-018-0040-x), and could be expected to affect 

the transport of Asian BC into the Arctic. (Or rather, the processes that lead to this lifetime 

indicate that ageing and wet removal are slow enough to allow for transport into the 

Arctic.) However, the modelled lifetime, and therefore the type of results shown in this 

study, are very sensitive to how these processes are parameterized. There are currently no 

sensitivity studies of this in the manuscript. Would it be worth the effort to check how 

sensitive the results are to a realistic change in wet removal/ageing? If this dramatically 

changes the source region composition, then that is of course of high interest to the 

community as it will indicate a major source of model diversity in Arctic BC RF. 

 

Response: 

Previous studies have estimated short BC lifetimes to make consistency with 

aircraft observations of remote areas such as HIPPO and ATom. On the other hand, our 

recent study (Liu and Matsui, 2021) has shown that improved removal processes in 

convective and mixed-phase clouds can greatly improve the consistency with BC 

observations both in the upper troposphere in the tropics and in middle and lower 

troposphere in the Arctic, even without shortening the BC lifetimes. Liu and Matsui 

(2021) discussed these results by citing Lund et al. (2018).  

As the reviewer pointed out, there are large uncertainties in the treatment of BC 

aging, activation, and removal processes in models. We have focused on these 

uncertainties in our recent studies (e.g., Matsui and Moteki, 2020; Liu and Matsui, 2021; 

Matsui and Liu, 2021). However, we think that evaluating the effects of uncertainties in 

these processes on source contributions requires many additional simulations and it is 

beyond the range of a single study. We will discuss the importance of these uncertainties 

in more detail in a future study.  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

Figure 5: This is not a major point of the paper, but it seems to me that the model 

has essentially no interannual variability in BC on /in snow. There is a geographical 

variation, but for each location the model points all lie on a virtually straight line while 

the observations range over 1-2 orders of magnitude. This is perhaps worth mentioning? 

See also my first point above. 

 

Response:  

In this revision, this figure was revised so that the year/month of observations 



and model simulations are consistent, but the variability of snow BC concentrations in 

observations is still significantly larger than that in model simulations. One of the main 

reasons for the larger variability of observed snow BC concentrations is different spatial 

and temporal scales of the observed and simulated data. Observed data are for a specific 

location and time, with time scales of the order of days. Model simulations, on the other 

hand, use monthly averaged outputs over a horizontal grid of about 200 km. Observations 

suggest that snow BC concentrations vary widely over fine spatial and temporal scales, 

but model outputs do not fully resolve this variability. We have added these discussions 

to the manuscript (Lines 227−236). 

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

Figure 6: The purple regions are not easy to interpret. Is this the lowest color in 

the scale? (It seems so, but I had to zoom in on the colorbar on a large screen to see it.)   

 

Response:  

We have added the following sentence to the figure caption of Fig. 6: “Purple 

shows areas where values are below the minimum shown on the colour bars.” (Lines 

756−757).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

Line 285: "largest contributions to Arctic BC" -> this should be just "BC" I think. 

The figure shows the dominating source regions for the entire NH, not just the Arctic.  

 

Response:  

We have changed from “Arctic BC” to “BC”, as the reviewer suggested (Line 

303).  

 

Reviewer’s comment: 

Line 312: AeroCom models -> AeroCom Phase II models (the RF range will 

differ for the various AeroCom phases) 

 

Response:  

We have added “Phase II” to this sentence, as the reviewer suggested (Line 343). 
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